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Reply · 0 · Flag

That’s a old Buddhist symbol for your avatar. You’re clearly very religions. We forgive you.

Reply · 0 · Flag

Why did Israel, of all nations submit to this genocide,  they are back under slavery to the Egyptian
Pharaohs, but now it is the Pharmacia corporate gods getting them to take the death jab.  

Reply · 0 · Flag

So why is Trump telling to get v@,xed and he said him Melania @,Barron got it @ Kayleigh said she got
it...which I totally do not believe 

Reply · 0 · Flag

Brilliant! Heroic! Honest! Now we all have to pray for Dr. Zelenko safety‼ 

Reply · 1 · Flag

i'm worried about his safety

Reply · 0 · Flag

The Truth is the Sword of God. 

Keep up the fight patriots!! 

Spread the word like dandelion seeds. 

Reply · 0 · Flag

COVID isn't the first manmade virus released on people. 
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Reply · 1 · Flag

What on earth is it going to take for Fraudci to be arrested? 

Reply · 4 · Flag

Nothing more than the TRUTH.  His involvement in the development of dangerous gain of
function research as well as his research into creating even MORE dangerous viruses that can
be used as weapons .. as well as many other uses .. such as controlling the population of the
world through FEAR. Fear [show more]

Reply · 1 · Flag

May God bless this man's efforts.  He was exactly right in all that he said. 

Reply · 8 · Flag

Thanks Dr. Zelenko for your bravery and for advising President Trump of the effectiveness of
hydroxychloraquine. Thank you for continuing to stand up for ordinary people.

Reply · 6 · Flag

Dr. Strangelove psychopaths, arrogant, condescending, you are too stupid to catch me, and even if you
do, what are you gonna do about it? I can baffle you with bull scheit until the cows come home and get
out it with lies, distraction, call in the fact slingers, fake news entertainment, we never do the [show
more]

- Edited a day ago
Reply · 1 · Flag

Julius Streicher (1885–1946) was a German politician and publisher of antisemitic tracts. 
Born on February 12, 1885, in the Bavarian town of Fleinhausen, Julius Streicher began his
career as an elementary school teacher. In 1909, he undertook a post as a teacher and
administrator at a school in the Franconian [show more]

Reply · 0 · Flag

I wonder who the lucky shareholders of Modena stock are?

Reply · 0 · Flag

I salute you, Dr. Zalenko!!!

Reply · 4 · Flag

I just got into a discussion on a family member members FB page. She and her friends are all in on the
vaccine passport and mandate masks.  Ironically, her husband was rescued by nuns as an infant while
his family was killed in Auschwitz.  In his wife's geneology is an officer in the Nazis [show more]
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Reply · 0 · Flag

Did he tell Trump all of this? 

Reply · 1 · Flag

He's definately got my vote, may God protect him in all he does to go up against the monsters who sit in
high places. 

Reply · 3 · Flag

I copied the wonder.cdc vaers list of people with serious and fatal reactions on March 13, 2021. That list
does not match the assigned numbers on the list today...The CDC has changed the reported results to
appear the vaccine is not as bad as it is.  

Reply · 5 · Flag

Everything he says is true - but it is even worse, because so many are suffering from the consequences
already. If you doubt his words, you are part of the problem. And if you downvote it - you are part of the
problem. 

Reply · 6 · Flag

Title is False!  I don’t believe he was Trumps’s doc. He sent a letter to Trump and others regarding his
treatment protocol and was subsequently promoted by Juliani and that crowd.

Reply · 0 · Flag

He stated his team treated both. Zelenko Protocol - COVID-19 Outpatients – Early Risk-
Stratified Treatment with Zinc Plus Low Dose Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin: A
Retrospective Case Series Study https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202007.0025/v1
(https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/202007.0025/v1)

- Edited a day ago
Reply · 1 · Flag

According to the CONTRACT by Pfizer, and many other 'experimental medical treatment' producers, the
countries are not allowed to talk about, or reveal, the existence of any successful treatments for the
Wuhan-Virus. That is why you never hear about the HCU protocol, or the Ivermectin protocol, that have
[show more]

Reply · 3 · Flag

It is REALLY scary how hard the media and governments are pushing the death shots.

Reply · 4 · Flag

How can i share this to someones email address?
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Reply · 0 · Flag

Copy the address in the address bar above (You may have to turn on this feature in many
browsers.) Then copy the address in paste into your e-mail.  

Reply · 0 · Flag

Copy paste this link  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/WsvhxBD4k1uZ/
(https://www.bitchute.com/video/WsvhxBD4k1uZ/)

Reply · 0 · Flag

Up to the 14th minute mark the good doctor has not said anything I didn’t already know.

Reply · 2 · Flag

How do i share this video on the jewish doctor about the vaccine???

Reply · 0 · Flag

Jew bankers behind the covid hoax and death vaccine..
https://www.bitchute.com/video/1dNCYrZ9ClpW/ (https://www.bitchute.com/video/1dNCYrZ9ClpW/)

Reply · 6 · Flag

as expected there are good jews and bad jews just like every other group this is SATAN VS
GOD like the doctor says.. i am glad there are SOME GOOD JEWS! 

Reply · 2 · Flag

FREE PALESTINE

Reply · 5 · Flag

Why didn't this doctor encourage Trump against taking the warp speed approach on rolling out these
injections?

Reply · 6 · Flag

LIKE THE DOCTOR SAID they THREATEN THE LEADERS FAMILIES.. keep in mind they killed
4 HEADS OF STATE / PRIME MINSTERS already who bucked them 

Reply · 0 · Flag
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True. There is circumstantial evidence that the former leaders of Haiti, Tanzania and Zambia died in
ways linked to their refusal of COVID-19 vaccination.  There are probably more out there. 

Reply · 0 · Flag

Israel only at 60% vaccination. I am Israeli. The adult pop is at around 85% vax.

- Edited 2 days ago
Reply · 3 · Flag

why in Israel is there 80% Delta Variant? 

Reply · 0 · Flag

because delta variant is a COVER for vax injured 

Reply · 2 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 0 · Flag

Its a global genocide plan. October of 2019 Event 201 they planned it. 

Reply · 12 · Flag

Yep! Here is who built it and who helped. https://sciencedeception.com/2021-06-29-darpa-built-
covid-help-bill-gates-who.html (https://sciencedeception.com/2021-06-29-darpa-built-covid-help-
bill-gates-who.html) 

Reply · 0 · Flag

Trump must know all this yet still pushes the jab

Reply · 7 · Flag

just another Mass murderer he is

Reply · 2 · Flag

Trump is NOT pushing this jab.  He is making it available in order to open up the country.  HE
MADE IT CLEAR that he took Hydroxychloroquine in 2020.  This is military code when he talks
about the vax.

Reply · 1 · Flag
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The CIA FBI DOJ MSM and CNN all down voted this.

Reply · 9 · Flag

Fauci needs to be hung on the highest damp tree

Reply · 23 · Flag

what about a STAKE??????

Reply · 5 · Flag

Impale him on a rounded stake. That way it will give him more time to contemplate the errors of
his ways.  

Reply · 2 · Flag

Does anyone know which one is the health minister?

Reply · 0 · Flag

He's the one without the hat. He's by himself.

Reply · 0 · Flag

A very well made case for the sacrifice of billions.

Reply · 8 · Flag

He is confusing the creation of the virus with the so called vaccine at 23 min. The virus doesn't seem to
have been isolated in the US as of yet. It may have existed in Wuhan. I can't prove it. The so called
vaccine has graphine and whatever poisons in it that are causing those who receive the shots to have
the spike proteins form in their bodies. 

Reply · 6 · Flag

using a faker test,that was not designed for for it

Reply · 0 · Flag

correct!

Reply · 0 · Flag

Thank you for speaking out 

Reply · 6 · Flag
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This is so interesting! 

Reply · 2 · Flag

Wow what had too much truth in my comment you guys couldn't post it

Reply · 2 · Flag

There's censoring going on, even with thumbs up

Reply · 2 · Flag

On the money

Reply · 3 · Flag

Awesome! I want everyone To know how important it is to know TRUTH!!! 

Reply · 7 · Flag

So weird that Israel of all places wasn’t skeptical of the jab, after everything they have gone through.

Reply · 13 · Flag

I have a feeling....they were not given a choice. 😥

Reply · 8 · Flag

and suppose to be the smarter people on earth

Reply · 0 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 0 · Flag

Watch: Europa The Last Battle.

Reply · 6 · Flag

All The World's A Stage.   Executive Produced by:  The Jew.  Enjoy The ShitShow. 

Reply · 5 · Flag

Have been using the Zelenko Protocol since the beginning.

Reply · 5 · Flag
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Anyway of confirming who he is talking too? Best summation of this shitshow I’ve heard to date. 

Reply · 3 · Flag

Thank you you are a hero, Shout it from every mountain.

Reply · 9 · Flag

Sending Dr Vlad lots of Love!

Reply · 8 · Flag

WOW!!!!!  of course I knew all this but it's getting out!  I love that 10% the rest are posers.

Reply · 2 · Flag

I like how he calls it what it is a "poison death shot" it is not a vaccine it does not vaccinate, it is a bio-
weapon.

Reply · 12 · Flag

OMG!  The people on that panel come off as complete idiots.  I hope they learn from this.

- Edited 3 days ago
Reply · 4 · Flag

The world's deadliest virus, however, is that idiots are in position of power, including the global elitists
pushing the inoculation. 

Reply · 9 · Flag

so good & so powerful! 

Reply · 5 · Flag

I  LOVE, LOVE, LOVE this man.....UNAFRAID!!!!!!!!!  TRUTHFUL!!!!!!!!!

Reply · 12 · Flag

Yes yes yes I agree with everything Dr Zelenko is saying - two systems colliding God/Creator
sovereignty and Balthazar slavery and we WILL end this beast system! God wins 

Reply · 9 · Flag

Beautiful video thankyou so much for spreading the truth, Hey you morons watching this that already got
it, don't be scared now 
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Reply · 4 · Flag

Two wrongs don't make it right

- Edited 3 days ago
Reply · 0 · Flag

President Trump KNEW the Left created Covid19, he knew their plan and threw their time lines off. As
bad as this has been, what the Left had planned was FAR WORSE! President Trump said
EMERGENCY USE ONLY!!!! President Trump is a WHITE HAT!

Reply · 14 · Flag

Illuminate> Cabal They had this ready to launch in 2016 as soon as HILLARY would take office..
she was just going to pick up where Obumer left off.. but TRUMP WON AND THEY HATED HIM
FOR IT. He threw off their tineline BIGTIME..  

Doesnt anyone here remember JADEHELM in 2014..just 2 years before [show more]

Reply · 6 · Flag

Why do they continue to push back and want more information? It is there in front of them and yet they
still do not see.....

Reply · 5 · Flag

Thank you for sharing this, but I have to say, it would be more readily accepted if the title of the video
was reworded to remove Trump's name. TDS is still strong among the people and many will laugh off
this video without even looking at it only for the fact that the name Trump is in the title.. Getting [show
more]

Reply · 6 · Flag

So sad that the smear campaign against Trump roped in those who are unable to think. Anyone
who is able to use their reasoning logic would have seen through the bullshit. But so glad that
information is getting out despite the censorship of truth. When the masses realize they have
been royally duped I sure hope it stems the flow of lemmings off the cliff. 

Reply · 4 · Flag

Finally, someone saying what we've known all along.

Reply · 7 · Flag

[comment removed]
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Criticising Dr Zelenko without providing concrete data is counter productive, and to those who chose to
insult him as a human please realise that you are only degrading yourself. I have done 'due diligigence'
by looking at various reports and came to the very same conclusion of the good Doctor. Why on [show
more]

Reply · 11 · Flag

And what will the booster do to people's bodies......

Reply · 2 · Flag

Finish them off eventually 

Reply · 12 · Flag

It is just like refueling a vehicle. Inserting more spike protein and MRNA but also graphene oxide
from what I have heard from a doctor today.

Reply · 3 · Flag

What zelenko says coincides with the many other reports regarding the death shot. Thank you Dr.
Zelenko.

- Edited 4 days ago
Reply · 6 · Flag

"For I do not desire, brethren, that you should be ignorant of this mystery, lest you should be wise in your
own opinion, that blindness in part has happened to Israel until the fullness of the Gentiles has come
in. And so all Israel will be saved, as it is written: 
“The Deliverer will [show more]

Reply · 2 · Flag

What part of evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse deceiving and being deceived don't
understand? 

Reply · 1 · Flag

The amount of hate lies in the comments about Jews is horrific. So many antisemites. Jews have
contributed so much to help mankind. Bill Gates isn’t a Jew he’s a German. He’s at the root of these
destructive vaccines. Go look at his record of vaccinating children in Africa, he’s killed thousands of
children. He should be in prison already, his money protects him. 

Reply · 8 · Flag
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the roots of this covid-insanity may lie in the descendants of those nazi's who managed to avoid
Nuremberg tribunal, Amazing Polly did an excellent
investigation: https://www.bitchute.com/video/ByKbaT79NcAJ/
(https://www.bitchute.com/video/ByKbaT79NcAJ/) - VAX PASSPORT [show more]

Reply · 3 · Flag

Agreed!  It also appears Gates very well maybe a crypto jew as well 

https://www.corruptico.com/2014/09/30/jewish-bill-gates-crypto-jew-pseudo-christian/
(https://www.corruptico.com/2014/09/30/jewish-bill-gates-crypto-jew-pseudo-christian/)

Reply · 0 · Flag

Did he tell Trump about the vaccine risks like he did Netanyahu?? If yes, why did Trump go ahead with
vaccinations

Reply · 2 · Flag

MAINSTREAM MEDIA distributes all this Covid propaganda programming,  a bigger problem, who tells
you the lie! Every day! Repetitive programming, social compliance, expectation. Pushing the narrative,
dark government, dark media.  
The experimental jab …. Off selling DNA to alien markets. Your DNA will be sold. Nothing to do with
virus. 

Reply · 0 · Flag

More truth bombs from Dr. Zelenco. I had covid over a year ago and took mega doses of vitamin c along
with high concentrations of a multivitamin supplement (Emergen-C) amd I was fine in two days and I
was 70 at the time. 

If anyone is interested I have a page on my new website if you want to see more [show more]

Reply · 3 · Flag

Only about 36,000 Americans died of whatever flu we had over 2 years. The 600 thousand number is
utter bullshit.

Reply · 0 · Flag

Vaccine comes from the Latin word for cow = vacca=cow and cine might be spelt different but its said as
sin, vaccine is cow-sin, the sin of the golden calf is the sin of trusting in a man made god, this is the sin
of the golden calf happening again as those who take it are trusting in man made science and not
trusting in the God of all creation.

Reply · 1 · Flag
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Zennybolt

KingdomWealth Zennybolt

"the Sin of the Calf" Exodus 32:4 They violated the first words of YHWH's law, given through the
prophet: to not make any silver or gold representations of YHWH. Later God had them eat the gold
dust. The Egyptians and Canaanites both regarded bulls as images of strength [show more]

Reply · 0 · Flag

Doctors kill more people every year than anything else. They like to brag that they are only the 3rd
leading killers, but they conveniently leave out abortions. If you want to live, you better stay away from
doctors.

Reply · 5 · Flag

Especially Fraudci.

Reply · 2 · Flag

Seems like Satan's follower Pope Francis is 100% behind the vaccine and mass migration. I picture him
handing babies over to Moloch. So much evil in this world right now. 

Reply · 7 · Flag

Thank you for speaking out about this. I agree... people need to trust God, pray and ask for His
protection.  We are not to bow down to the satanic government! God is separating the wheat from the
tares.

- Edited 4 days ago
Reply · 3 · Flag

he is right! 

Reply · 2 · Flag

He does and they are all caused by filthy jewish subversion. 

Reply · 2 · Flag

Loads of evil people post their comments below, apparently not fear GOD but man and loving their
demons and the devil punk!

Reply · 3 · Flag

meanwhile i'm over here terrified i'm missing something or fucking something up reading my
bible and trying to make sure i'm at least making an effort

Reply · 0 · Flag
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v4skunk84

ReadTheTalmud v4skunk84

do not walk in fear 
"God has NOT given us a spirit of fear, but of power & a sound mind".  
New Testament

Reply · 3 · Flag

Heard Pfizer and Israel have agreed to block side effect reports for 10 years.

- Edited 4 days ago
Reply · 4 · Flag

Actually, it was stated 10 years for USA and 30 for Israel, for some unknown reason.

Reply · 0 · Flag

Not all Jews are the Synagogue of Satan. Time to wake up.

Reply · 11 · Flag

go home, Cartman

Reply · 2 · Flag

Read the bible, and the Talmud, shill. Symbolism will be their downfall. 
"Esau/Edom is modern Jewry" ~ 1925 Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 5 page 41 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/q045jYMpkvzE/
(https://www.bitchute.com/video/q045jYMpkvzE/) 
 

Reply · 2 · Flag

svada,,, the virus is not found 

Reply · 0 · Flag

https://www.bitchute.com/video/OIKCLPZbBG9M/ (https://www.bitchute.com/video/OIKCLPZbBG9M/) 

Reply · 0 · Flag

Deleted

Reply · 0 · Flag

Fixed, tyvm. o7

Reply · 0 · Flag
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RichusOne
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https://thelibertyloft.com/opinion-covid-19-a-plan-decades-in-the-making-part-1-the-patents/
(https://thelibertyloft.com/opinion-covid-19-a-plan-decades-in-the-making-part-1-the-patents/) 

Reply · 0 · Flag

Those guys look like rabbis, but when Dr Zelenko started talking about God they cut him off.  Pharisee,
much?

Reply · 6 · Flag

As always...Wow.

Reply · 2 · Flag

Wow! All the anti-Semitic posts here make me sick! Maybe y'all should stop using electricity, polio
vaccines etc. Anything developed by Jewish people!

Reply · 6 · Flag

Behold based bitchuters, a self righteous kike and its massive inferiority complex. 

"We wuz inventerz n sheet" -junque

Reply · 2 · Flag

It is not "anti-semitic" to point out those who are the synagogue of Satan & their evil works. They
are imposters, posers, not even of the Hebrew lineage

Reply · 4 · Flag

hahaha,@16:05 there's that number of 6 million, I knew it! 

Reply · 5 · Flag

‼ 🤡🦠JUST SAY kNOw🦠🤡‼ 

Reply · 3 · Flag

exactly. many of these evil people pushing this and running this evil are Americans, people like Fauci,
Gates, etc etc. does that damn every American? These anti-semites are idiots...

Reply · 3 · Flag

maybe these 3 guys should spend less time combing their beards and more time researching... they
look like this is the first time they've heard any of this.
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Reply · 9 · Flag

so? at least they are listening now. At least they are awake.  

Reply · 8 · Flag

I dont see any israeli politicians in the video. Are you sure they listened to this video ? 

Reply · 0 · Flag

I just want to know what the people who've been vaccinated should do so they don't die?

Reply · 9 · Flag

There is NO virus. The symptoms are caused by the spike protein

Reply · 5 · Flag

Theres only 7.3 billion on the planet now Debbie.

Reply · 0 · Flag

Game is big and deception lies incredible https://www.bitchute.com/video/JdCcYOuZDRdU/
(https://www.bitchute.com/video/JdCcYOuZDRdU/)  

Reply · 1 · Flag

The Jew is just saying, do you own work, look up the numbers.  Don't be so stupid. 

Reply · 7 · Flag

thankyou  

Reply · 2 · Flag

EXCELLENT THANK YOU.    VERY BRAVE MAN TO TALK AGAINST BIG PHARMA.  SATANIC
BILLIONAIRE BLOODLINE FAMILIES

Reply · 14 · Flag

Dr Zelenko is awesome.

Reply · 22 · Flag

Dr. Zelenko is right. It is a war against God.
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Reply · 27 · Flag

The virus is created by evil men and the vaccine is a part of the big plan. They are reseeding these
variants as needed. 

Reply · 17 · Flag

Seems they are turning on each other Im glad that Dr spoke out must be seen by everyone imo

Reply · 4 · Flag

complete and utter BLATANT BULLSHIT israel has not received a single one of these lethal injections. it
has all been SALINE SOLUTIONS. its a cover to try and hide the fact that israel is responsible for this.
look at who owns phizer moderna johnson and johnson ect. blackstone statestreet vanguard. the same
damn companies comprised of the jewish bankers and their pawns in the various goverments.

Reply · 7 · Flag

It's very hard to know who really is or is not a Jew. Jews have a history of hiding their
Jewishness. Crypto Jews are nothing new. Not saying Bill is Jewish, but it most definitely
wouldn't surprise me if he is...

Reply · 0 · Flag

24:14 OY VEY , DID YOU FORGET THE  200 million jews already 
I can't believe this level of anti-Semitism how could you have forgotten the  600 billion jews 
who perished after being persecuted for absolutely no reason at all 

Reply · 0 · Flag

For more insight into how the CDC operates, see, 'Bottle of Lies' by Katherine Eban  
https://www.katherineeban.com/praise (https://www.katherineeban.com/praise)

Reply · 3 · Flag

I don't think someone who signed a petition to make Hillary Clinton President is a reliable
source!

Reply · 1 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 3 · Flag

Look up Spars, people. This is part of the exercise. Crazy jews will never stop until we stop
them. https://friendsoftheoriginalconstitution.org/ (https://friendsoftheoriginalconstitution.org/)
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Reply · 3 · Flag

Wrong! Based former jews like Gilad Atzmon and the like, are the only jews are of high character. One or
two.

Reply · 1 · Flag

BOOM!!!!

Reply · 2 · Flag

Lets see all the crying SHILL Trump haters explain this away .. You fucking PHONIES !!!  Trump never
pushed mRNA death jab, the nwo took him out via stolen election, then pushed mRNA on the whole
world !!

Reply · 7 · Flag

Trump Said he was the father of it so yeah he did push it but he made a mistake he is not a
doctor he was most likely forced into doing it  before he did that he did bring up alternatives 

- Edited 5 days ago
Reply · 4 · Flag

He did push it and he is hugely connected to Zionists. I;m not sure about him anymore. 

Reply · 8 · Flag

I wonder if the secular Jews that push the vaccine and globohomo crap are the Erev Rav, the "mixed
multitude" of non-Jews that fled Egypt with Moses and the Jews and integrated with them. 

Reply · 1 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 6 · Flag

Created an account just to smash thumbs up. Thank you Dr Zelenko.

Reply · 11 · Flag

And check mate jews.  now we just have to defeat the anti christ

Reply · 7 · Flag

I just want to say.... I sent this video to my sister today.... and her reply was "I wish I would have seen
this video yesterday, I got the first shot today because of guilt." These mother fuckers all need to die.

Reply · 9 · Flag
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I'm so sorry. My bro told me 2 days ago he got his 1st shot. 😔 He's the last surviving members
of my family of origin. Thank God for extended family & my son. 

- Edited 5 days ago
Reply · 5 · Flag

As a German citizen I was surprised about the highly akzeptanz of vaccination in Israel. I thought it is
only war against especially Germany and some other countries, but not Israel. Who is really behind this
deadly agenda?

Reply · 3 · Flag

Satan, bottom line.

Reply · 2 · Flag

Never believe anything that comes out of Isreal, what they say is always the opposite.

Reply · 0 · Flag

Just read the package warnings on children's masks. "Warning these masks are treated with cancer
causing agents". They'll get the children because they got the adults. A similar warning is on the side
package of cigarettes. Everyone seems to get it with the cigarettes. So how is it, there is a disconnect
[show more]

Reply · 3 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 1 · Flag

LOL Israeli health minister and politicians not knowing this is a kill shot? Of course they know. They
knew about it 10 years ago

Reply · 6 · Flag

BOOOOOM !!!!!

Reply · 2 · Flag

Book the problem isn't Jews per se it's Kazarian Jews and they are really Jews at all it's a cover

Reply · 7 · Flag
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tinabrave
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kazarian jews DO NOT EXIST.  
Only a tiny part of not religious jews are responsable for this WWIII, but a tiny part of christians as well.  
You cannot blame ALL the jews for this. Most american jews traditionally connected to the democratic
party are not aware of what is really going on. A third of american jews support Trump and about 90%
of israeli jews support him as well.

Reply · 3 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 3 · Flag

Wow. When will the majority wake up. Thank you Dr. Zelenko for your honesty and bravery

Reply · 12 · Flag

This guy never was Trump's doctor. Would be interested if you can provide the source please.

Reply · 2 · Flag

He's one of the Dr.'s President Trump referred to when he spoke about OTHER Dr.s who were
using Hydroxy with success.

Reply · 10 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 2 · Flag

Many people on here are determined to hate Jews whether they speak truth or lies. Believe me if you
want or don't because many on here just want to keep their hatreds, so fine: Talmud is a massive
compendium of rabbinical legal arguments. Not one specific law.  

Kabbalah is a compendium of teachings [show more]

- Edited 5 days ago
Reply · 17 · Flag

Shut up, kike, you just left off the "o" in God, or Yahweh, or IEUE. Jews always expose
themselves this way. Jews always lie. This is the SPARS Scenario. Netanyahu is a dirty
psychopath, and the Talmud and Zohar and Kabbalah is a long diatribe of how jews will rule the
world and kill all whites that [show more]

Reply · 2 · Flag

They are trying to cause more mass hysteria and fear, so you'll despair. Jews want to
demoralize you, but we are only getting warm, kikes. 
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Reply · 1 · Flag

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09maaUaRT4M.  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=09maaUaRT4M. ); Mass Psychosis.

- Edited 5 days ago
Reply · 3 · Flag

OY VAX !

Reply · 2 · Flag

All US government health organizations have been completely compromised.   

Reply · 12 · Flag

Zelenko is a shill 

Reply · 2 · Flag

Well he still pushes the fake virus agenda but he's against the vaccines. That's better than
nothing. Anyone that promotes vaccines are subhuman trash 

Reply · 2 · Flag

Very observant. You are correct. Never believe a jew, their religion is based on lying, stealing
from, and killing the goyim. 

Reply · 2 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 10 · Flag

Doc Z is my kind of guy. I hope I'm half as sharp and feisty when I'm his age. Call it as it is, GENOCIDE.

Reply · 13 · Flag

he's only 46

Reply · 0 · Flag

[comment removed]
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 (https://i.imgur.com/1REhMVL.jpg)

Reply · 7 · Flag

"Intriguingly, recent data from England and Wales (February 2021) show the accumulation of the E484K
in the B.1.1.7. background, suggesting a selection of this mutation in the response to the vaccination
program.  E484K is also the only shared mutation of both Brazilian variants, which possess a [show
more]

Reply · 5 · Flag

How can there be variants of something that doesn't exist. They're making shit up as they go.
These variants most likely are spike protein shedding from the jabbed 

Reply · 5 · Flag

OY VAVOY!!

Reply · 2 · Flag

This guy seems like a horn tooter, but he's not wrong.

Reply · 1 · Flag

some might call it a horn, others may call it a trumpet 

Reply · 9 · Flag

Awesome analysis and info. I like how he related it to the slaves. 

Reply · 4 · Flag

Is this book Jew vs money Jew or are the goyim just getting played? I'm not sure what is going on
honestly

Reply · 2 · Flag

OY VEY!  *blows horn* Convene The Council!
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Reply · 4 · Flag

Theater. This is basic shit and they knew all of it. 

Reply · 10 · Flag

This means not enough goyim have taken the death jab and now they are playing it all
innocent.  Also no one in israhell had any jabs, just lying, just placebos.

Reply · 10 · Flag

Cut Out The Cancer. Remove The Parasite. 

Reply · 6 · Flag

[comment removed]

Reply · 2 · Flag

I hope this reaches people and not just preaching to the choir  

Reply · 4 · Flag

23:43 of course he brings up the big mean germans 

Reply · 12 · Flag

He said the correct number 200,000 instead of the 6 million.   Give him some props for that.  

Reply · 0 · Flag

Awesome. Thanks for posting.

Reply · 4 · Flag

Its a common cold and flu!!!  Covid does not exist, covid does not exist, covid does not exist!!!  It is a
plandemic to take down the world and force into the NWO.  Search out...From the Trenches World
Report dot com  once on the site go to Patriot archives.  Then click on todays date 8/6/21  

Reply · 32 · Flag

I don't disagree, but when I got sick, what killed my sense of taste and smell? I felt like I was
poisoned, very similar to a bad hangover.

Reply · 6 · Flag
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Hitlerwasfunded
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grich22
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Filip93

Thisusernameunavailable2021

Beijing_Yank

dubstepdeejay

View all 3 replies

How was your sense of taste and smell when you had the flu? Mine was nonexistent. Any cold or the
flu pretty much wipes out those senses, or at least screws them up.

Reply · 10 · Flag

Yup...the Freemason High up Jews want the Goyim to believe that it is the JEWS that are doing this. 
History is repeating itself.  They had people believing that the Muslims were the enemy.  The freemason
RATS always blame another populace for their evil doings. I just noticed "Trumps [show more]

- Edited 6 days ago
Reply · 10 · Flag

... but the jews are doing this. 

Reply · 0 · Flag

Hmmmm. I guess if we are never taught the truth from the beginning one will never know. I of
course always looked at it as they proclaimed that they do circumcision because it helps keep it
clean. 

Reply · 0 · Flag

I loved this guy the first time I saw him 3 months ago he really is a hero I hope we don't lose him.

Reply · 29 · Flag

I agree.

Reply · 5 · Flag

The guy in the middle with his head in his hands at the end, must me breaking down realizing the horror
of what has been done.

Reply · 29 · Flag

Just a show. You think they didn't know any of this? 

Reply · 11 · Flag

Take courage in what time will tell, and reveal who the heroes and villains are.

Reply · 1 · Flag

Why aren't these jews speaking yid?

Reply · 8 · Flag
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BretFavrah

PrincessBella

JamminMammy

tinabrave
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Jack5

hvrd2kill

v4skunk84

TheLibrarianofBabel

Only non jew trick thing I can think of is hes a American Jew talking to Israeli Rabbis? 
His accent isnt as thick as the Rabbis... but yeah still pondering this fact.

Reply · 7 · Flag

oy vey stop noticing

Reply · 9 · Flag

I'm feeling a little verklempt. 
The guilty need to be circumcised .... at the head and neck.

Reply · 22 · Flag

Very interdasting...but Dr. Zelenko is not Trump's doctor.  

- Edited 6 days ago
Reply · 4 · Flag

Jews always lie!

Reply · 0 · Flag

Trump contacted him and Trumps doctor was trained in the Zelenko protocol.

Reply · 0 · Flag

The vaccine is depopulation. 

Reply · 47 · Flag

Oy Vey. Da Goi 
fucking know!

Reply · 8 · Flag

sneed

Reply · 5 · Flag

We shall unleash the Nihilists and the atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm
which in all its horror will show clearly to the nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of savagery
and of the most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves against
[show more]
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FreeManFIshing

SPANMAN

Do NOT take the jab 

Reply · 47 · Flag

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Zelenko (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Zelenko)

Reply · 4 · Flag

Wikipedia is a failed site. It’s controlled by WEF, IMF, DNC. Get yr info elsewhere 

Reply · 6 · Flag

Wikipedia co-founder: “I no longer trust the website I created”. Link to his recent
interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0P4Cf0UCwU (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=l0P4Cf0UCwU)

Reply · 2 · Flag

Subbed.... and also... *breathes in* FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUCCCCCCCCCCCCKKKKKKKKKKKKK 

Reply · 14 · Flag

Good job bud

Reply · 21 · Flag

[comment removed]
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